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1. What actions can you see in the pictures? Do you know these 
people? 

____________________________ ____________________________ 

____________________________ ____________________________ 
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2. Match the abilities with the jobs:  
 

 
1. speak foreign languages 
2. design buildings 
3. play sports 
4. drive 
5. repair computers 
6. play a musical instrument 
7. draw and paint 
8. repair cars 
9. use a camera 

 
 
 

 
 

 
1. sports teacher 
2. taxi driver 
3. artist 
4. mechanic 
5. photographer 
6. tourist guide 
7. musician 
8. architect 
9. computer technician 
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3. Write four sentences that you and your friends do together. 
     Choose from the box. Use adverbs of frequency. 

 
 

Example: We occasionally eat in restaurants. 

eat in restaurants    go shopping    go to concerts     
go to nightclubs   go to the cinema   go to the gym    
 listen to music   play computer games    play sport     

watch TV     go for a walk   

never       occasionally       sometimes       often        usually        always 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
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4. Write 5 sentences with can and can’t about the things below. 
    Choose from the box. 

drive   play computer games   play football    
sleep all day   swim   sing   dance   cook    

draw   repair cars  design buildings    ride a bike           

Example: Young children can play computer games, but they can’t drive. 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
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Matthew cans do a lot of things.  
 
He likes sports and he can plays 
basketball but he no can play tennis.  
He don’t like tennis.  
 
He likes rock music and he play the 
guitar in the shows. He sing, too, but 
he doesn’t dances. He can’t plays 
the piano.   

can 

 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
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6. Underline the wrong words in the list: 

play… tennis       the piano      swimming 

go to… a concert     the gym     A DVD 

watch… music        the TV           a film 

read… a book     the Internet    a magazine 

go… shopping       reading      swimming 
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7.  Now you know: 
• How to talk about what you do in your free time. 
• How to talk about your abilities. 
 Do you have any questions? 

What do you usually do on your weekends? (go shopping, clean your 
house, take care of someone, etc). 

What do you like to do on the weekend? 

Practice conversation with your teacher: 

_____________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________ 
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     Thank you for     
today! 

 

We’re looking forward to  
seeing you again! 
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